
 

 

 

 
 

 

Our commitment.  Your success.  
 

 
Myers LLP is pleased to announce it will be hiring up to two summer students for the 2023 Summer term  
(May – August).   Students who are currently completing their first year of law school are encouraged to apply. 
 

 

Summer Student Program  
 
At Myers LLP we train advocates. Our firm’s belief is that regardless of practice area, strong advocacy skills are at the heart 
of successfully serving our clients. We aim to provide an experience that prepares students to become skillful litigators and 
fierce advocates.  

The lawyers at Myers LLP provide legal services to clients in most areas of the law. Cornerstones of the firm’s practice are 
Labour and Employment Law. The firm also has a significant litigation practice in Civil, Criminal and Family Law. Students 
also have an opportunity to gain experience with the Solicitors Department servicing clients with their business, real estate 
and wills and estate needs. Myers LLP is proud to provide students with a uniquely broad opportunity to gain hands-on 
experience across multiple practice areas.   

Myers LLP has an informal and friendly yet professional atmosphere. We encourage and support learning by providing 
opportunities to observe and participate in cases under the mentorship of experienced lawyers. Our students are paired with 
an associate mentor who helps guide their summering experience.  Assignments come directly from lawyers across the firm, 
giving students the opportunity to develop relationships across the firm.  We believe what makes Myers unique is our size: 
big enough to provide exciting opportunities across multiple practices areas, yet small enough to foster meaningful 
connections and learning opportunities.  

Students are encouraged to spend time with the lawyers to discuss their work and relevant course topics.  

 

To Apply 
 

Please submit your covering letter, resume and current transcripts to Kara Macdonald, HR Manager at 
kmacdonald@myersfirm.com by February 3, 2023 at 5:00 pm CST.  
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